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1. [16 marks] General concurrency

(a) [5 marks] Defi ne “Process”, enumerate its states and depict the potential transitions be-
tween those states. Label the transitions with events which trigger those transitions.
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(b) [5 marks] Which of the following architectures require or are supportive for concurrent 
programming?

 Pipelines, Vector processors, Hyper-threading, 
Out of order execution, Multiple cores, Virtual memory

Give precise reasons.
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(c) [6 marks] Programming languages support concurrency in various ways. Pick three lan-
guages or libraries which you are familiar with and state briefl y in which form they 
support concurrent programming. You only need to provide suffi cient detail to make 
the languages / libraries distinguishable. Therefore, do not choose languages / libraries 
which are identical in terms of concurrency.
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2. [6 marks] Mutual exclusion

(a) [6 marks] Defi ne the term “semaphore”. Does the implementation of a semaphore re-
quire special hardware support or can a semaphore be implemented in any high-level 
programming language? Give precise reasons. 
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3. [26 marks] Synchronization

(a) [8 marks] Ten processes are part of a concurrent calculation. Each individual calculation 
will also provide a boolean value which indicates the success or failure of that individual 
calculation. Only if all ten processes complete their individual calculations successfully, 
then the whole calculation is declared successful. Program a mechanism which can be 
used by those ten processes such that all of them will wait for the overall result and know 
about an overall success or an overall failure. Use a synchronization primitive and lan-
guage (including pseudocode) of your choice.
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(b) [2 marks] What is the “requeue” facility (as in Ada) and why is it required? Name an 
example of a concurrent system which requires “requeue” and explain why it is needed 
there.
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(c) [16 marks] Read the following Ada program carefully. The program is syntactically cor-
rect and will compile without warnings. See questions on the following pages.

with Ada.Text_IO; use Ada.Text_IO;

procedure Chain_Processor is

   n : constant Positive := 10;
   subtype Counters is Natural range 0 .. n;
   subtype Stages   is Natural range 1 .. n;

   type Stage;
   type Link is access Stage;

   task type Stage (Next_Stage : Link := null) is
      entry Pipe (x_in : Natural;
                  y_in : Stages   := Stages’Last;
                  z_in : Positive := 1);
   end Stage;

   task body Stage is

      x : Natural;
      y : Counters;
      z : Positive;

   begin
      loop
         select
            accept Pipe (x_in : Natural;
                         y_in : Stages   := Stages’Last;
                         z_in : Positive := 1) do
               x := x_in;
               y := y_in - 1;
               z := z_in * x_in;
            end Pipe;
         or
            terminate;
         end select;

         if y = 0 then
            Put_Line (“ -> result:” & Positive’Image (z));
         else
            Put (“ ->” & Positive’Image (z));
            Next_Stage.all.Pipe (x, y, z);
         end if;
      end loop;
   end Stage;

   Pipeline : array (Stages) of Link;

begin
   Pipeline (Pipeline’Last) := new Stage;
   for Id in reverse Pipeline’First .. Pipeline’Last - 1 loop
      Pipeline (Id) := new Stage (Pipeline (Id + 1));
   end loop;

   declare
      Entry_Stage : Stage renames Pipeline (Pipeline’First).all;
   begin
      Entry_Stage.Pipe (2);
      Entry_Stage.Pipe (10, 2);
      Entry_Stage.Pipe (2, 8);
   end;
end Chain_Processor;
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(i) [2 marks] How many tasks are implemented in this program? Name them.

(ii) [4 marks] Are the tasks in any way synchronized? Explain your answer. If they are 
synchronized then explain by which means and for how long exactly.
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(iii) [3 marks] Is there a (potential) deadlock or raised exception in this program? Ex-
plain your answer.

(iv) [7 marks] What is the expected output? Is this output deterministic? Which function 
is implemented by this program?
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4. [10 marks] Scheduling

(a) [3 marks] Which scheduling algorithm would you suggest in order to minimize the max-
imum turnaround time for a task set of unknown characteristics. Give precise reasons.

 

(b) [3 marks] If you know the exact computation times of all tasks in a task set, would you 
change to a different scheduling algorithm in question (a) (while still minimizing the 
maximum turnaround time)? If so: to which other scheduling algorithm? Give precise 
reasons. 
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(c) [4 marks] Feedback scheduling (as introduced in the lectures) has a potentially severe 
problem. Which problem is that? And how would you change/amend the basic feedback 
scheduling algorithm in order to overcome this problem? Give precise reasons for your 
suggested changes.
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5. [8 marks] Safety and Liveness

(a) The code fragment below depicts a classical deadlock example.

var resource_1, resource_2, resource_3 : semaphore := 1;

process P1;

  statement X;

  wait (resource_1);

  wait (resource_2);

    statement Y;

  signal (resource_2);

  signal (resource_1);

  statement Z;

end P1;

process P2;

  statement A;

  wait (resource_2);

  wait (resource_3);

    statement B;

  signal (resource_3);

  signal (resource_2);

  statement C;

end P2;

process P3;

  statement K;

  wait (resource_3);

  wait (resource_1);

    statement L;

  signal (resource_1);

  signal (resource_3);

  statement M;

end P3;

(i) [2 marks] Will this example code always deadlock? Explain your answer or give a 
counter example if it does not always deadlock.
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(ii) [6 marks] Suggest at least three, principally different ways to change/amend the code 
on the previous page so that all processes will gain access to the requested resources and 
deadlocks are prevented. You are allowed to exchange the semaphores with other means 
of synchronization.
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6. [34 marks] Distributed Systems

(a) [6 marks] Three transactions:

1: Write (A) - Read (C) - Write (B)
2: Write (C) - Write (B)
3: Read (A) - Read (C)

are executed by three different processes resulting in the following critical pairs:

time0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Write (A)

Read (C)

P1

Write (C)

Read (A)

Write (B)P2

P3

Write (B)Read (C)

Order

W

Are any two of those transactions serializable? Is the whole set of transactions serializ-
able? Explain your answers precisely.
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(b) [10 marks] Process 0 in the diagram below has been tasked to take a snapshot of the pro-
cesses set process 1 to process 3. Only message passing is available to perform this task. 
Events inside each tasks are carrying a logical time-stamp.

(i) [4 marks] Assume fi nite message speeds (meaning they cannot be received instanta-
neously) and draw into the diagram below how the snapshot will be assembled.

P3 25
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20

P1

26 27 29

22

29

P2 23 24 25 26 27 30 31

30 31 32 33

27 28 30
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2
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2

3

99 3

24

27

2

2

2225

8

22

222522

9

26 7722777 3326 27277 3

0

P0 1
Messages

(ii) [2 marks] Which time-stamp out of each process will be the latest time stamp from 
the past with respect to the recorded snapshot?

(iii) [4 marks] Can a snapshot in a distributed system which has been assembled by 
means of a message passing system ever relate to a single, global time? Explain why this 
would be possible or not be possible. If you need to assume something for your answer 
then state your assumptions.
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(c) [18 marks] Read the following Ada program carefully. The program is syntactically cor-
rect and will compile without warnings. See questions on the following pages.

with Ada.Text_IO; use Ada.Text_IO;

procedure Test_Selects is

   type Workers_Range is 
                   new Positive range 1 .. 2;
   type Clients_Range is 
                   new Positive range 1 .. 4;

   task type Worker is
      entry Ready;
      entry Service;
   end Worker;

   task body Worker is

   begin
      loop
         select
            accept Ready;
         or
            accept Service do
               delay 2.0;
               Put (“ W”);
            end Service;
         or
            terminate;
         end select;
      end loop;
   end Worker;

   Workers : array (Workers_Range) of Worker;

   task Server is
      entry Service;
   end Server;

   task body Server is

   begin
      loop
         select
            accept Service do
               for i in Workers_Range loop
                  select
                     Workers (i).Ready;
                     requeue 
                        Workers (i).Service;
                  else
                     null;
                  end select;
               end loop;
            end Service;
         or
            terminate;
         end select;
      end loop;
   end Server;

   task type Client;

   task body Client is

   begin
      delay 1.0;
      for k in 1 .. 2 loop
         Server.Service;
      end loop;
      delay 3.0;
      Put (“ T”);
   end Client;

   Clients : array (Clients_Range) of Client;

begin
   null;
end Test_Selects;
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(i) [2 marks] How many task queues are implemented in this program? Name them.

(ii) [4 marks] Which of the entries in this program are (potentially) blocking? Explain for 
each entry why they are blocking or non-blocking.
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(iii) [4 marks] Name all sources of non-determinism in this program. Will this program 
never / sometimes / always terminate? Explain your answer.
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(iv) [8 marks] Develop the sequence of outputs from this program on a time-line. If mul-
tiple outputs are possible then show them all. Divide your time-line(s) into stages and 
explain what happens in each stage.
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